In Big Ten Play

By LOU VONKIN

In Iowa's 77-68 victory Tuesday night over Michigan, two of its three Big Ten wins, the Hawkeyes were not the only team to gain in the conference race. University of Iowa Coach Bucky Knapp's decision to use the Sure Shot system in this contest turned out to be a winning strategy.

The Hawkeyes outscored the Wolverines, 47-22, in the second half and played their best basketball in the final 10 minutes.

The win gave Iowa a 4-3 league record and a 12-5 overall record.

The victory was the Hawkeyes' second in a row and their third in the last four games.

Coach Knapp said his team was more relaxed and confident in the second half.

"We played a lot better in the second half," he said. "The players were more aggressive and had more confidence in their abilities."

The Sure Shot system, which was used in the first half, was introduced by Knapp to give his team a better chance to win.

"I decided to use the Sure Shot system because I wanted to give my team a better chance to win," Knapp said. "It worked well for us."
Try These-You've Got To See The Picture Right

A Bright Beginning

It's begun—The New Year. Celebration is general, and Iowa football fans in particular have much to thank for and much to be proud of as they enter into this new year.

The much discussed and revered union which hit the country was little felt in the tall corn state, and the University's winning and motivating football team has added the final touch to its already crowded crown.

Iowans who spent the year's beginning in California had no doubt keeping their spirits intact. From the day before New Year's when some 6,000-odd Iowaans and former Iowaans gathered in Pasadena for the All-Iowa winter picnic, to New Year's night when literally millions of Iowans celebrated the Hawkeye's championship football in the Rose Bowl, Iowans prided from the back and praised their state and their golden heroes.

In Pasadena, the members of the Official Iowa football team, who traveled to the land of sunshine and song for the Tournament of Roses, found themselves the subject of almost as much praise as did the football team.

Among the embarrassments to California from the University of Iowa were President Virgil M. Hanson, basketball and wrestling exponent; Athletic Director Paul Bechler, who improved California's basketball and wrestling team; and Dean of Students Jocelyn R. Kinnard, with his pipe and speech, and Ben Wilson, Robert Hay, and Gordon Bevan, who handled the numerous and demanding intrusions of public relations with quiet efficiency. Dr. George Eaton, who seemed to be everywhere at once, as the Iowa's partner, Bob Williams, ancillary director.

One cannot coaches also deserve recognition and consideration, not only for skillful handling of their official duties, but for their all-pervading influence on player morals and social functions. Coaches, Bob Flora, Bob Holthus, Schindler, General de Falla, and Bill Kubly proved good sportsmanship and pleasant and intelligent company at the many affairs they were called upon to attend.

Coach Pete, the Frenchman, whose team—perhaps the greatest in the West—practiced, had written and described so often his own wisdom and determination, was able to install the first team in the Iowa Hawkeyes. The Hawkeyes themselves, and their wives, supported the California endeavor and California hospitality with such a pleasant blend of reserve and enthusiasm that even the best years were accentuated by the central crisis head-on.

It is impossible to describe the feelings of pride as Iowaans felt after witnessing the Iowa football team's pilgrimage to California and the tourney for which it was honored by Iowa's official party during their California appearance. Iowa was Iowa once more, and we are grateful. It's a new year we are now beginning.

General Notices

FRENCH FILM—Jean-Paul Marat's "The Boy From Paris" will go to the presentation. shady by the University Community, Sunday, 2 p.m.

ALL STUDENTS are urged to register for the Fall Quarter. Observance of Law and Loyalty to the University, an urgent meeting of the Student Council is to be held at the Student Council Office on Monday, Jan. 16, at 7:30 p.m.

FELLOWSHIPS—Any student interested in working in the French Film will please give your notice to the University Community, Sunday, 2 p.m.
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Troops Fire On South Congo Mob In Freedom Riot

LEOPOLDSVILLE, Belgian Congo (AP) — Troops firing slingshots and clubs in a bid to disperse a crowd of thousands of rioting civilians shot and wounded four people and injured 12 others, including a reporter for United Press International.

The governor-general of the country's Democratic Republic of the Congo said the attack was "totally illegal." The government has been accused of using violence to suppress a growing movement for independence from Belgian control.

Dulles Cancels Canada Trip, Home With Virus

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Secretary of State Dean Rusk has cancelled a trip to Canada because of illness, according to a State Department official.

Rusk, who is recovering from a viral infection, is scheduled to travel to Canada on a private plane for a meeting with Canadian Foreign Minister Jean Drapeau. However, he has been advised by doctors to stay home for a few more days.

Gamblers Ask Castro OK to Revive Cuba's Casinos

HAVANA, Cuba (AP) — Gamblers seeking to revive Cuba's casinos are demanding an official OK from Fidel Castro, the Cuban leader.

"We need the Castro seal of approval," said one of the gambling tycoons. "Without it, we can't get started." The demand has come in the wake of a recent visit to Havana by Secretary of State Dean Rusk.

Refused To Tell Source Of Judy Garland Item —

Jail Columnist Contemplates Suicide

NEW YORK — Martin Armstrong, television columnist for the show "The Ed Sullivan Show," was arrested today for refusing to reveal the source of a story about Judy Garland.

Armstrong, who was charged with contempt of court, was taken to Rikers Island jail, where he has been refused permission to see his lawyer. He faces a possible jail sentence of up to six months.

"I'll never talk," said Armstrong, who has been under fire from the U.S. government for his coverage of the story. "I'll never talk."
Hustling Hawk Cagers Surprise Michigan State

Iowans Score Season's First Big 10 Victory

(Continued from Page 1)

the field in the first minute for a 3-0 lead. From there on it was all Iowa.

Scheurman's fast break led to a 20-3 lead, and that set the stage for the rest of the game. That's the way it was all day long for the Hawkeyes, who led 31-23 at the half and never came closer than nine points. Rake finally broke the ice with a 3-0 run in the last minute to pull within 10.

Mike Nolte

NCAA Tournament

The Hawkeyes played well enough to win the Big 10, but they were far from perfect. The team had some defensive lapses, which allowed Michigan State to score 10 points in the final minutes. However, the Hawkeyes were able to hold off the Spartans, 82-78, and advance to the Final Four.

Winning the Big 10 title was a huge accomplishment for Iowa, but there was still work to be done. The team needed to improve its consistency and avoid turning the ball over too often. They also needed to work on their free throw shooting, which was below average throughout the season.

As the Hawkeyes prepare for the NCAA Tournament, they will need to stay focused and make sure they don't fall into the same traps they did against Michigan State. With a strong showing in the Big 10, the team has proven that they are capable of winning. But the road ahead will be challenging, and the Hawkeyes will need to be at their best to make a deep run in the NCAA Tournament. 

The importance of winning the Big 10 title cannot be overstated. It gives the Hawkeyes a boost in confidence and helps them advance to the Final Four. It also gives them a chance to prove themselves on a national stage. With a strong showing in the NCAA Tournament, the Hawkeyes could make a run at the national championship.

For 3rd Straight Week —

AP Rates Kentucky Five No. 1

BY JOE RECHLER

Associated Press Sports Writer

Louisville Kentucky, has the hard

It's Behind You, Fallas
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News Digest

Actor Auditions: 15th-18th Oct

Western auditions for roles in the upcoming film "The Maltese Falcon" are scheduled to take place in Los Angeles next week. The casting call is open to all actors of all ages, with experience in both stage and screen. Auditions will be held at the Hollywood Center for the Performing Arts, 6000 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90028. Rehearsals will begin immediately for the selected actors, with filming to start on November 1st.

Southwest Airlines

Southwest Airlines is expanding its flight schedule to include new routes to Austin, San Antonio, and Dallas/Ft. Worth. The airline is adding three additional flights per day to each of these cities, bringing the total number of daily flights to 12. The new routes are expected to increase connectivity between Southwest cities and boost economic growth in the region.

Central Bank of the United States

The Central Bank of the United States has announced that it will be reducing interest rates by 0.25% effective immediately. This move is intended to stimulate economic growth and encourage lending. The central bank has decided to lower rates despite recent inflationary pressures, as it believes that the current economic conditions warrant a more accommodative monetary policy.

Summary

The daily news digest covers a wide range of topics, from entertainment auditions to economic changes. The actor auditions for "The Maltese Falcon" highlight the ongoing demand for talent in the film industry. Southwest Airlines' route expansion showcases the growth in the airline sector, while the Central Bank's interest rate reduction reflects a nuanced approach to monetary policy amid inflationary pressures.
Man Buried Two Hours In Corn

SHOULD have been a laughing matter, but instead it turned into a tragic incident.

The incident occurred in a cornfield near a home last Thursday, when a man was buried up to his waist in corn.

Witnesses said the man, a farmer, accidentally walked into the field while working and fell into the corn, eventually being buried.

He was rescued after two hours by his neighbors who heard his cries for help.

Wildfire Cancels Albi's Vote In Sioux City

ALBI, S.D. (AP) - A thick smoke shrouded the town of Albi, S.D., yesterday as firefighters battled a fierce wildfire that threatened homes.

The fire started in a nearby field and quickly spread to several homes.

Firefighters from neighboring towns rushed to the scene to help battle the blaze. The cause of the fire is under investigation.

2nd Auto Fatality In Sioux City

SIOUX CITY, Ia. (AP) - A 20-year-old man was killed yesterday when his car collided with a train.

The man was driving his car on a busy street when he failed to notice the oncoming train. He was pronounced dead at a local hospital.

Two Emmetsburg Residents Injured

EMMETSBURG, Iowa (AP) - Two Emmetsburg residents were injured yesterday in a car accident.

A car collided with a pickup truck, sending the occupants to the hospital with minor injuries.

Laundry Service

FOR THE BUSY STUDENT

Rough Dry

Dry & Folded 12¢ lb. ($10.00)

FINISHED MUGS TRUNKS AND MORE

WEE WASH IT

242 S. Fourth St.

PHONES 332-1111

WALL STREET